INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Understanding the molecular mechanisms that dictate the affinity and specificity of protein--DNA recognition is an area of investigation that remains critical for many fields of research, including protein engineering. This is particularly important for the purpose of creating novel target specificities for enzymes that act upon DNA targets, including those that are used for targeted genome modification (such as recombinases and endonucleases). The earliest illustrations of protein--DNA recognition mechanisms, provided in part via crystallographic structures of protein--DNA complexes ([@B1]), emphasized the formation of directional hydrogen bonds between protein side chains and complementary acceptor and donor atoms presented by nucleotide base pairs in the major groove of a DNA duplex. These observations, along with the obvious steric complementarity between protein α-helices and the DNA major groove, led to an appreciation of the importance of such contacts for sequence-specific DNA recognition ([@B5]). A broad collection of research literature surrounding protein--DNA binding and recognition refers to the exploitation of these features as 'direct' readout of DNA target sequences.

Investigators have also recognized the importance of *entropic changes* (largely driven by the ordering of protein backbone and side chains during binding, as well as the release of ordered water molecules from the protein--DNA interface) and *DNA bending* as additional factors that further dictate DNA binding affinity and specificity. In particular, the ability of DNA sequences to adopt or prefer unique structural shapes and features (ranging from subtle alteration of duplex dimensions, to more significant short- and/or long-range deformations) provides additional strategies for sequence-specific readout by DNA binding proteins. These collective features have often been referred to in the literature as 'indirect readout' and/or as 'shape-based' recognition (see ([@B6],[@B7]) for more comprehensive reviews).

Continuing studies have further enhanced our understanding of the complex balance of contacts and forces that lead to protein--DNA recognition. Examination of highly diverse DNA binding protein systems have demonstrated how recognition of the shape and structural features of a potential DNA target can augment the specificity imparted by contacts to the chemically distinct sequence of individual nucleotide base pairs. This includes recognition of altered minor groove dimensions (and corresponding changes in the surrounding surface electrostatic potential) in response to DNA bending ([@B8],[@B9]); recognition of altered DNA conformations as a result of base modifications (such as cytosine methylation) and other epigenetic modifications ([@B10]); recognition of the structural effects of non-canonical base pairs in the target ([@B11]), and the contribution of flanking DNA sequences on target shape and conformation ([@B12]).

A relatively recent review article ([@B13]) focused on how transcription factors limit their interactions with potential targets in various cell types and tissues, and described how DNA recognition involves the presence and exploitation of many layers of unique structural features beyond DNA sequence (including shape, flexibility, accessibility and cooperativity between multiple DNA binding proteins). Overall, simple codes or correlation between protein and DNA sequences that might be predictive of protein--DNA recognition are largely absent ([@B14]), except for rare examples of extremely modular DNA-binding proteins (such as TAL effectors) ([@B15],[@B16]).

Whereas considerable progress has been made in engineering novel protein folds ([@B17]) and protein--protein recognition ([@B18]), engineering of protein-nucleic acid recognition remains difficult, and engineering and redesign of the recognition specificity of a DNA-binding protein is currently a challenging area of research and development ([@B19]). This disparity is attributable in part to the differing composition of these two types of molecular interfaces, with protein--DNA interactions involving large numbers of directional hydrogen bonds, electrostatic contacts, ordered solvent molecules and bound counterions. As well, the changes in DNA backbone conformation and its base pair geometries that are induced by protein binding are challenging to computationally sample and predict. Many projects that involve the retargeting of protein--DNA specificity thereby require the development and use of selection and screening strategies, usually in concert with structure-based analyses and guidance.

However, considerable progress has nonetheless been reported over the past several years on the combined use of structural modeling, structure-based computational engineering, and structurally informed selections and screens to alter the DNA recognition properties of a wide variety of DNA binding proteins and enzymes ([@B20]). Many of these advances have been driven by activities related to targeted genome engineering and targeted gene modification, which require the creation and use of sequence-specific endonucleases, recombinases and integrases.

Here, we summarize recent approaches and successes in the creation of lab-generated DNA binding proteins with altered target specificity. The highlights of engineering studies results for each protein system also summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. These systems range from highly modular TAL effectors, to somewhat modular, but more challenging zinc finger proteins, to several types of distinctly non-modular DNA binding proteins and enzymes (recombinases, homing endonucleases, and restriction endonucleases). Each type of protein displays unique features of 'evolvability' (i.e. molecular structures and interactions that allow natural selection and the passage of time to efficiently modify DNA recognition) that clearly influence their corresponding 'engineerability' (leading to similar alterations of recognition specificity, executed in a laboratory).

###### Summary of many of the significant attempts to engineer the DNA recognition properties of the protein systems discussed in this review. While not intended to be entirely comprehensive and complete, this table is intended to assist reviewers in following the details of the main text

  Platform and year(s)             Targets and development                                                  Engineering approach                                                            References
  -------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  **Zinc Fingers**                                                                                                                                                                          
  1992--1993                       Novel DNA triplets                                                       Structure-based modeling                                                        ([@B49])
  1994--1995                       Novel DNA triplets                                                       Phage Display                                                                   ([@B52])
  1999                             Novel sites with GNN triplets                                                                                                                            ([@B56])
  2000                             Novel 9 basepair targets                                                 Bacterial two-hybrid selections                                                 ([@B61])
  2001                             Novel triplets with ANN and CNN triplets                                 Phage Display                                                                   ([@B57],[@B58])
  2001                             Novel 9 basepair targets                                                 Phage Display; hybrid 3 finger library panning                                  ([@B60])
  2001                             Novel 12 to 18 basepair targets                                          Assembly of two-finger ZFP subunits                                             ([@B64])
  2002 - 2003                      Drosophia yellow gene target                                             Modular assembly                                                                ([@B31],[@B32])
  2005                             Human IL2Rg gene target                                                  Zinc finger selections and assembly                                             ([@B22])
  2008                             Novel 9 basepair targets                                                 Bacterial two-hybrid selections                                                 ([@B62])
  2011                             Novel 9 basepair targets                                                 Informatics-driven, Context-dependent ZFP assembly                              ([@B63])
  **Meganucleases**                                                                                                                                                                         
  2002                             Single basepair target variants (I-CreI)                                 Bacterial gene elimination assay/screen                                         ([@B97])
  2002                             Activity-based selection (I-SceI)                                        Bacterial gene elimination assay/screen                                         ([@B98])
  2002                             Hybrid nuclease generation (I-CreI/I-DmoI --\> H-DreI                    Structure-based computational redesign                                          ([@B110])
  2003                             Single basepair target variants (PI-SceI)                                Bacterial two-hybrid selections                                                 ([@B96])
  2006                             Single basepair target variant (I-MsoI                                   Structure-based computational redesign                                          ([@B99])
  2006                             Multiple base pair target variants (I-CreI)                              Bacterial ene elmination assay/screen                                           ([@B100])
  2006                             Multiple basepair target variants (I-CreI)                               Eukaryotic gene recombination assay/screen                                      ([@B101])
  2009                             Individual and multiple base pair target variants (I-AniI)               Structure-based computational redesign and bacterial selections                 ([@B89])
  2009--2010                       Monomerization of homodimeric meganuclease (I-CreI)                      Structure-based modeling and activity-based selections                          ([@B113],[@B114])
  2009                             Activity-based selections (I-AniI)                                       Yeast surface display                                                           ([@B130])
  2010                             Maize liguless gene target (I-CreI)                                      Structure-based modeling and activity-based selections                          ([@B113])
  2010                             Multiple basepair target variants (I-MsoI)                               Structure-based computational redesign                                          ([@B105])
  2014                             Human Brutons Tyrosine Kinase (Btk) get target (I-AniI)                  Structure-based computational redesign and Yeast Surface Display                ([@B107])
  2007--2013                       Various eukaryotic gene targets (I-CreI)                                 Structure-based modeling; bacterial selections; eukaryotic selections           ([@B117])
  2014--2015                       Human TCRa and CCR5 gene targets (I-OnuI)                                Yeast surface display meganuclease selections and MegaTAL                       ([@B115],[@B116])
  2014--2015                       Human CFTR gene target (I-OnuI)                                          In vitro compartmentalization                                                   ([@B133],[@B134])
  2017                             Various eukaryotic gene targets (I-OnuI)                                 Yeast surface display and bacterial selections                                  ([@B23])
  **TAL effectors**                                                                                                                                                                         
  2009                             TAL effector code determination and first designer TALs                  Tandem repeat assembly                                                          ([@B16],[@B136])
  2010--2011                       TAL Nuclease Creation and Initial refinement                             Tandem repeat assembly and FokI fusion                                          ([@B171])
  2012                             Improved design using additional RVDs; G-specific RVDs                   Tandem repeat assembly using new specificity determinants and data              ([@B141])
  2012--2013                       Increasing mismatch tolerance of C-terminal repeats                      Tand repeat assembly and DNA substrate sequence variation                       ([@B151],[@B152])
  2013--2014                       Altered specificity at base 0                                            Modification of cryptic repeat sequences; RVD at position1, and context         ([@B132],[@B149],[@B150])
  2014                             Aberrant repeats that allow frameshift binding                           Incorporation of natural repeat variants with small insertions or deletions     ([@B191])
  2014--2015                       Expanded repertoire of RVDs for fine-tuned targeting                     Characterization of specificities and affinities of 400 RVDs                    ([@B185],[@B186])
  2016--2017                       Modularion of TAL effector binding strength and TALEN efficiency         Varying the backbone (non-RVD) sequecnes of the repeats                         ([@B188],[@B189])
  2017                             Optimized length for maximum specificity                                 Varying the number of repeats                                                   ([@B153])
  **Site specific recombinases**                                                                                                                                                            
  1999                             Circumvent need for accessory factors (Tn3 resolvase)                    Error prone PCR, galK-based colored colony selection                            ([@B203])
  2009                             Increased efficiency/selectivity (PhiC31 Integrase)                      Error prone PCR, lacZ selection & GFP expression                                ([@B204])
  1988                             Enhanced and altered activity (gin)                                      Chemical mutagenesis and bacterial selection                                    ([@B205])
  2000                             Circumvent need for accessory factors (lambda integrase)                 GFP based fluorescence                                                          ([@B206])
  2015                             Targeting CCR5 and AAVS1 safe harbor locus (Bin and Tn21 recombinases)   Site specific sequence randomization and error prone PCR, antibotic selection   ([@B207])
  2003                             Altered loxP sequence (Cre)                                              site specific sequence randomization, GFP expression and FACS                   ([@B218],[@B219])
  2001--2011                       Altered loxP sequence,HIV LTR sequences (Cre)                            Substrate linked protein evolution                                              ([@B207],[@B221],[@B222], [@B224],[@B226])
  2013                             HIV LTR (improved activity) (Cre)                                        Molecular modeling and dynamics                                                 ([@B227])
  2017                             HIV LTR (improved activity) (Cre)                                        Observations based on the crystal structure                                     ([@B228])
  2008                             Mutants that promote heterotetramers (Cre)                               Structure-based selection of interfactial residues to be randomized             ([@B232])
  2015                             Mutants that promote heterotetramers (Cre)                               Protein design via molecular modeling                                           ([@B233])
  2013                             Weakened protein--protein interactions to enhance specificity (Cre)      Random mutagenesis and bacterial selection                                      ([@B234])
  1988                             Enhanced activity (Flp)                                                  Substrate linked protein evolution                                              ([@B235])
  2004                             Mutants that promote heterotetramers (Flp)                               Error prone PCR, blue/white selection                                           ([@B236])
  2003--2006                       Altered FRT sequence, interleukin 10 target (Flp)                        Error prone PCR and randomization of specific sites, LacZ and RFP reporters     ([@B237],[@B238])
  2016                             Enhanced activity (R and TD recombinases)                                Sequence truncation, random mutagenesis                                         ([@B240])
  1995                             Relaxed specificity (lambda integrase)                                   Analysis of chimeric integrases                                                 ([@B245])
  2015                             Human genome target (lambda integrase)                                   Beta-lactamase inhibitor based screen                                           ([@B246])
  2001                             Human chromosome 8 target (PhiC31)                                       Blue/white selection                                                            ([@B248])
  2003--2011                       Hybrid reslovase/ZFN targets (serine recombinases)                       Truncated resolvases with zinc finger fusion (varied linkers)                   ([@B249])
  2011--2014                       Mutants to promote heterodimers (resolvases)                             Rational design and directed evolution                                          ([@B255],[@B256])
  2011--2014                       Altered specificity of catalytic domains (serine recombinases)           Random mutagenesis of selected residues and directed evolution                  ([@B257],[@B258],[@B261])
  **Restriction endonucleases**                                                                                                                                                             
  1987--1999                       1st Attempts to alter specificity (EcoRI, EcoRV, BamHI)                  Structure-based modeling                                                        ([@B270])
  2002--2006                       Additional attempts to alter specificity (BstYI, NotI)                   Directed evolution and selection                                                ([@B274],[@B275])
  2003                             Alteration of specificity of bifunctional RM enzyme (Eco57I)             Directed evolution and selection for altered methylation specificity            ([@B278])
  2009                             Alteration of specificity of type IIG enzyme (MmeI)                      Informatics covariation analysis and structure-based modeling                   ([@B21])

ZINC FINGER AND ZINC FINGER NUCLEASE ENGINEERING {#SEC2}
================================================

Overview {#SEC2-1}
--------

The C~2~H~2~ zinc finger is one of the most common DNA binding motifs in multicellular organisms ([@B24]). Individual fingers contain about 30 amino acids and these units typically occur as tandem repeats of two or more fingers (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B25]). When the structure of this motif bound to DNA was first solved, its modularity immediately suggested that a 'mix and match' strategy could be used to bind essentially any desired sequence in a complex genome (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B26]). Fusing the nonspecific DNA cleavage domain of the Type II restriction enzyme, FokI, to a zinc finger protein (ZFP) allows the resulting zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) to cleave DNA at a sequence determined by the ZFP (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B27],[@B28]). A previous demonstration that mammalian genomes, engineered to contain a target site for the homing endonuclease I-SceI, could be manipulated at positions near a nuclease-induced double-strand break ([@B29],[@B30]) raised the possibility that ZFNs could also be used to manipulate the genomes of complex organisms at will. Work from multiple laboratories on both ZFP engineering and additional aspects of ZFN function and specificity eventually led to the targeting of endogenous loci in *Drosophila melanogaster* ([@B31],[@B32]) and in human cells ([@B22]). Successful targeting of endogenous loci in other organisms soon followed including a wide variety of model organisms including Arabidopsis ([@B33],[@B34]), *C. elegans* ([@B35]), zebrafish ([@B36]), mice ([@B39]), rabbits ([@B40]), and rats ([@B41],[@B42]). Important crop species such as corn ([@B43]) and soybean ([@B44]) and economically important animals such as pigs ([@B45]) and cattle ([@B46]) have also been targeted with ZFNs. The California-based biotechnology company Sangamo Therapeutics is also testing zinc finger nucleases in human clinical trials as potential treatments for HIV/AIDS ([@B47]), Hemophilia B (<https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02695160>), and lysosomal storage disorders (<https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02702115> and <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03041324>).

![Structure and mode of action of zinc fingers and zinc finger nucleases. Panel **A:**Structure of the Zif268-DNA complex showing the three zinc fingers of Zif268 bound in the major groove of the DNA. Fingers are spaced at 3-bp intervals. The DNA is grey; the zinc ions are dark teal spheres. The structure and primary DNA contacting residues of zinc finger \#2 (ZF2) are indicated to the right. A sequence alignment of the 3 fingers of Zif268 is shown below. The zinc binding Cys2-His2 motif is indicated with blue bold font; the canonical DNA-contacting residues are indicated by arrows. Panel **B:** Modular assembly of a three-finger protein from individual fingers. To generate a zinc finger protein (ZFP) with specificity for the sequence GGGGGTGAC, three fingers are identified that each bind a component triplet. These fingers are then linked. Panel **C**:Sketch of a pair of zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) subunits bound to two halves of a DNA target. Each ZFN contains the cleavage domain of *Fok*I linked to an array of three to six zinc fingers (four are shown here) that have been designed to specifically recognize sequences (blue and red boxes) that flank the cleavage site. A small number of bases separate the ZFN targets. The FokI nuclease domains transiently dimerize across those central bases and cleave each DNA strand to generate a double strand break with 5′ overhangs averaging 4 bases in length.](gky289fig1){#F1}

### Re-targeting zinc finger proteins {#SEC2-1-1}

The structure of Zif268 bound to DNA (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) provided the first detailed view of how Cys~2~His~2~ zinc fingers interact with DNA ([@B26]). Each finger is comprised of a simple ββα fold, wherein the α helix fits into the major groove of the DNA target. Adjacent fingers are spaced at 3 bp intervals along the DNA, and the residues at four key positions of the α-helix make base-specific contacts to each finger\'s portion of the DNA target site. In principle, altering these four amino acid residues in each finger should allow targeting of any desired sequence. But in practice, altering three additional residues interspersed between the four key residues usually gives the best results and allows protein--DNA contacts that do not match the 'canonical' pattern observed in Zif268 ([@B48]). An additional complexity of engineering zinc finger proteins is that individual zinc fingers do not behave in a completely modular fashion, and strategies to deal with this 'context dependence' are critical to achieving optimal results ([@B25]).

Initial attempts to retarget zinc finger proteins relied upon a small panel of alternative amino acid residues at key DNA base contacting positions, based upon a bioinformatic search of naturally occurring ZFPs. This yielded some ZFP variants with altered specificity ([@B49]), but it was not clear that this approach could be extended to recognize all possible DNA sequences. Around the same time, multiple groups began testing a more powerful approach to engineer zinc fingers that involved using phage display to simultaneously test up to 10^9^ variant zinc finger sequences for binding to a desired sequence ([@B25]). These initial efforts involved randomizing the four key residues of a single finger of Zif268 and yielded zinc finger variants specific for some, but not all of the targeted sites ([@B52]). But even library sizes of 10^9^ variants are not large enough to properly sample all possible variants in multiple zinc fingers simultaneously so other strategies had to be employed to target a zinc finger protein to a completely novel site.

Choo and Klug were the first to target a completely novel sequence of interest by combining individual zinc fingers that had been selected separately ([@B52]), but the resulting protein had somewhat modest affinity and was only used to target expression of a reporter gene on a plasmid with multiple copies of the targeted binding site ([@B25]). The Barbas lab achieved greater success by combining fingers from separate selections to target sites of the form GNNGNNGNN ([@B56]), but a pair of such sites separated by 6 bp was required for the first generation of ZNFs; such pairs occur only about once per 4096 bp. They attempted to extend this approach to additional types of sites ([@B57],[@B58]), but this resulted in less promising results ([@B59]). Another strategy involved separate selections corresponding to the N-terminal or C-terminal half of a three-finger protein (one and a half fingers per selection), followed by combining the results of two such selections to create a completely novel three finger protein ([@B60]). A hybrid approach, that took advantage of a newly developed bacteria selection system ([@B61]), was more tractable ([@B62]), but was still too labor-intensive for widespread adoption. A refined version of this system used a computational approach to determine viable module-module pairings ([@B63]). But these methods were primarily geared towards generation of 3-finger ZFPs with 9 bp binding sites.

Other groups pursued an approach that involved mixing and matching pre-selected two-finger units ([@B64]); this approach yields ZFPs with between four and six zinc fingers that have been used to successfully target a wide variety of endogenous genes ([@B65],[@B66]). Based mainly on these improvements in retargeting ZFPs, the precision of targeting desired regions of the genome has gradually increased from one in 4096 bp to coding sequences of genes of interest ([@B22],[@B62],[@B67]) to the ability to generally target individual point mutations or short regulatory regions ([@B68],[@B69]). However, even the most successful version of this strategy still relies on assembling and testing multiple pairs of ZFNs to generate optimal activity and results ([@B65]).

Cleaving DNA {#SEC2-2}
------------

While the application of zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) for genome engineering and gene editing is not the focus of this review, examination of ZFNs have provided the most detailed analyses of the specificity of engineered ZFPs, relying upon genome-wide DNA cleavage assays as a reporter of zinc finger DNA recognition specificity. Because ZFPs and corresponding ZFNs were among the very first engineered protein systems of this type, they stand out as some of the most rigorously characterized of all designed DNA binding proteins.

Creation of ZFNs involves fusing ZFPs possessing desired DNA binding properties to a DNA cleavage domain (typically the non-specific cleavage domain of FokI ([@B27])). Although it was not understood initially, FokI must dimerize in order to cleave DNA ([@B70],[@B71]) and thus a pair of ZFNs that bind their target sequence with the appropriate orientation and spacing are required to cleave DNA. It was not originally known if the prokaryotic cleavage domain from FokI would function on DNA in eukaryotic cells, but experiments in *Xenopus* oocytes using an extrachromosomal substrate ([@B72]) and experiments in human cells using an integrated reporter construct ([@B73]) both demonstrated that engineered ZFNs could indeed target reporter constructs in higher eukaryotes.

Two initial questions were exactly how to connect the FokI cleavage domain to the engineered ZFP and how much of a gap was required between the binding sites for the left and right ZFNs. Initial studies showed that a short linker and half-sites spaced by 6 bp worked well in *Xenopus* oocytes ([@B72]). Additional work explored some variant linker sequences and demonstrated that gaps of 5--7 bp can be targeted ([@B74],[@B75]). A FokI cleavage domain variant with increased catalytic activity has also been generated ([@B76]). However, the majority of the FokI engineering work has focused on reducing off-target DNA cleavage. One approach has been to engineer obligate heterodimer variants of FokI ([@B77]). The basic concept of obligate heterodimer ZFNs is to build two variants of the FokI cleavage domain that can cut DNA when paired with each other, but can't cut DNA when paired with a second copy of themselves. This approach has shown a substantial reduction of off-target cleavage for a ZFN pair that targets the human CCR5 gene ([@B67]). Another approach to engineer FokI domains to reduce off-target cleavage is to create a ZFN that can only nick DNA rather than cleave both strands ([@B80],[@B81]). This is desirable in the presence of a homologous donor DNA construct because nicked DNA can still potentiate homology directed repair of DNA without leading to DNA double-strand breaks. However, published zinc finger nickase constructs tend to exhibit lower levels of the desired homology directed repair activity than comparable zinc finger nucleases.

Specificity {#SEC2-3}
-----------

Genome engineering with artificial nucleases is premised on the fact that DNA cleavage is focused mainly at the desired target site. High levels of off-target DNA cleavage could be toxic to the cells and even low levels of off-target cleavage at certain genomic loci could be problematic for applications such as human therapeutics. Some early ZFN work monitored off-target cleavage by measuring various effects of overall DNA cleavage in cells. This included staining cells for foci of DNA repair proteins that are indicative of a DNA double-strand break ([@B67]) and monitoring the amount of phosphorylated H2AX histone in a cell by flow cytometry since H2AX is phosphorylated in response to DNA damage ([@B78]). However, these methods become less effective for comparing different nucleases as the specificity of ZFNs improved to the point where ZFN-induced breaks are not detectable over the background level of DNA breaks in the cells of interest ([@B67]). Thus, many groups started developing assays to monitor double-strand breaks (DSBs) at specific off-target loci.

Initial attempts to identify individual ZFN off-target loci used either a bioinformatics approach to search the relevant genome for sites homologous to the intended target or a combination of bioinformatics and a biochemical DNA specificity assay ([@B67]). However, in practice this method still missed numerous off-target sites that were identified by more sophisticated methods developed later. The first method capable of directly monitoring ZFN cleavage of a complex mixture of potential target sites used a large library of potential ZFN cleavage sites. This library of potential sites was digested in a cell-free system and the results were obtained by high throughput DNA sequencing ([@B82]).

Later, a method was developed that could identify sites of ZFN cleavage genome-wide in human cells. This method relies on the observation that DSBs can capture exogenous DNA with a mechanism that doesn't rely on sequence homology ([@B83]). Briefly, integrase deficient lentivirus (IDLV) and ZFNs are co-transfected into human cells, IDLV is captured at sites of DSBs, and then Linear Amplification Mediated PCR (LAM-PCR) followed by high-throughput sequencing is used to identify genomic loci where IDLV integration has occurred. This analysis was applied to variants of ZFN pairs targeted to the human *CCR5* and *IL2Rg* genes. For *CCR5*-targeted ZFN variants with heterodimer FokI variants, off-target sites were identified, but even in aggregate these off-target sites were less than the cleavage at the intended target. This type of assay probably won't be able to detect weak off-target sites and it is formally possible that a 'long tail' of weak off-target sites could still cause a substantial amount of off-target DSBs in each cell. But sequencing the genome of a ZFN treated *C. elegans* did not identify any ZFN induced indels other than the intended target ([@B84]) and exome sequencing of ZFN-treated induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells did not identify any ZFN induced changes other than the intended change ([@B69]).

HOMING ENDONUCLEASE (MEGANUCLEASE) ENGINEERING {#SEC3}
==============================================

Overview {#SEC3-1}
--------

Homing endonucleases (now usually termed 'meganucleases') are primarily associated with mobile self-splicing elements (introns and inteins) that display genetic mobility and evolutionary persistence within all known forms of microbial life. Like zinc finger nucleases, meganucleases have been studied since the mid-1990s as for use in genome editing applications ([@B29],[@B30],[@B85]). As the drivers of DNA invasion events, meganucleases face strong evolutionary pressure to continuously alter their DNA recognition specificity. By doing so, they increase their ability to invade new DNA sequences and targets, while also persisting in their current host genes. This (along with various mechanisms to control the timing and level of their expression) provides the endonuclease with sufficient specificity to avoid overt toxicity to their host organism, while still accommodating individual polymorphisms within their targets that naturally occur over the course of host genetic drift ([@B86]).

At least five distinct structural families of meganucleases have been visualized and extensively characterized. Of these proteins, those from the 'LAGLIDADG' family (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) have been extensively developed and engineered for genome engineering. LAGLIDADG endonucleases correspond both to homodimeric and single-chain monomeric proteins (for the latter, the N- and C-terminal domains display considerable structural similarity). In each case, residues corresponding to the interface between the protein domains, as well as metal-binding active site residues, form a 10-residue sequence motif represented by the consensus 'LAGLIDADG' nomenclature.

![Structure and reprogramming of a meganuclease. Panel **A:**Structure and original target site of the I-OnuI meganuclease. The protein is comprised of a single protein chain of 290 residues and is bound to a 22 base pair DNA target site. The N- and C-terminal domains of the endonuclease, which possess the same overall protein fold related by a pseudo two-fold symmetry axis, recognize and interact with the 5′ and 3′ half-sites of the DNA target site, respectively. The interface between the target 5′ half-site and the protein N-terminal domain is indicated by the oval. Panel **B:**Schematic of immediate contacts between the DNA 5′ half-site and the meganuclease N-terminal domain (corresponding to oval in panel a above). Bases and protein residues in blue boxes correspond to elements shown in panel C. Panel **C:**Region corresponding to the contacts between two consecutive base pairs in DNA target site (indicated by the blue box in panel B) and the six most near-neighboring protein side chains (also indicated in panel B with blue boxes). In a typical selection experiment, a cluster of at least six such residues are simultaneously randomized and incorporated into a combinatorial protein library for subsequent screening against a DNA substrate containing the desired base pairs at the corresponding nucleotide positions. Panel **D:**DNA-bound structure of a fully reprogrammed variant of the I-OnuI enzyme, harboring selected point mutations at 50 residues in the protein--DNA interface (corresponding to ∼17% of the total protein sequence; indicated with red spheres spanning the side chains of each altered residue). The engineered protein, which recognizes a DNA sequence that differs from the original target at over half of its base pair positions (12 out of 22; the altered basepairs are indicated by lower case letters) displays an rmsd across all backbone atoms of only 0.6 Å. A structural superposition of the wild-type enzyme and its fully redesigned variant is shown to the right (engineered enzyme is colored blue).](gky289fig2){#F2}

DNA recognition by this meganuclease family (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) is noteworthy with respect to the length of their target sites (usually 22 base pairs) and the size and complexity of their DNA-contacting surface (involving upwards of 50 amino acids). The mechanism of DNA recognition by these meganucleases, like many other DNA-binding proteins, involves a mixture of (i) contacts between protein side chains and nucleotide bases (largely concentrated within the major groove of the target site), (ii) significant DNA bending that results in a distortion of both major and minor groove dimensions, as well as alteration of molecular surface electrostatic distribution near the center of the site ([@B87],[@B88]) and (iii) a variety of additional contacts within and near the minor groove, particularly at the bent target site center ([@B87],[@B88]). The latter two features impose considerable specificity across the central 4 base pairs of the target site, in the absence of direct contacts to the protein. Specificity of recognition is strongly enforced during catalysis (i.e. at the DNA cleavage transition state) as well as through reduction of binding affinity ([@B88]). In some cases, the contribution of binding affinity versus cleavage activity towards overall nuclease specificity is strongly segregated between the two protein domains and corresponding DNA half-sites ([@B89]).

Overall, meganucleases display non-uniform recognition at individual positions across the DNA target site (ranging from nearly exclusive recognition at some nucleotide positions, to considerable promiscuity at nearby or adjacent positions) ([@B86],[@B89]). The mechanism by which overall recognition specificity is enforced includes both considerable amounts of indirect 'shape readout' near the center of the DNA target, to a stronger reliance on direct readout of DNA base chemistries across the more distal ends of the DNA target sequence ([@B88]). Recent studies have demonstrated that even relatively moderate divergence of meganuclease sequences allows them to establish significantly altered DNA specificities, thereby enabling recognition and cleavage of new genomic targets ([@B88]). The ability of these proteins to efficiently generate new DNA target specificities, with relatively minor resculpting of their structures, is probably a consequence of their function as the catalysts of gene invasion, mobility and genetic persistence.

Some of the initial demonstrations that the action of a site-specific nuclease at a unique target within a mammalian genome could increase targeted gene modification events involved the use of I-SceI LAGLIDADG endonuclease ([@B29],[@B30],[@B90]). In those studies, the natural target site of that enzyme was first introduced into a desired chromosomal allele, prior to the subsequent expression and action of the meganuclease. Additional experiments using integrated I-SceI target site and introduction of wild-type enzyme have demonstrated correction of an exon disruption in the *Artemis* gene in mouse hematopoietic stem cells ([@B91]) and *in vivo* targeted recombination in mouse liver ([@B92]).

Subsequent to those experiments, it became clear that use of meganucleases for targeted genome modification would require substantial alteration of their recognition specificity. The first crystallographic structures of meganucleases (I-PpoI and I-CreI in 1998 ([@B93],[@B94]) followed by I-MsoI, I-AniI and I-SceI in 2003 ([@B87],[@B95])) allowed identification of the amino acids in each system that were found within contact distance of base pairs in their DNA targets. With such information now available, it is possible to extensively and routinely retarget a meganuclease for the modification of unique genomic targets. The history of experiments that have led to this capability are summarized below.

Alteration of meganuclease target specificity at individual base pairs {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Initial studies focused on the systematic alteration of individual residues within a meganuclease DNA-binding surface that might cause a change in specificity at a corresponding single base pair, coupled to *in vitro* or cellular assays of cleavage activity ([@B96],[@B97]). These early investigations generally used either DNA binding reporter systems (such as bacterial two-hybrid screens ([@B96])) or methods that coupled site-specific DNA cleavage to the elimination of a reporter gene ([@B97],[@B98]). The results of these experiments indicated that at a limited number of individual DNA target positions and corresponding endonuclease contact residues, point mutants of the meganuclease could be identified that displayed a strong shift in specificity without a significant decrease in recognition fidelity at that position. Such positions in the protein--DNA interface typically corresponded to the most distal (outer-most) positions in the target site, where individual amino acid side chains (extending from protein loops at the periphery of the folded protein) often contact single nucleotide base pairs.

At the same time, a purely computational approach to accomplish the same purpose was also reported, using the *Rosetta* computational protein design algorithm. Similar to the results above, the altered enzyme cleaved its corresponding DNA target site (containing a single altered base pair) several orders of magnitude more effectively than did the wild-type enzyme, along with wild-type ability to discriminate between the two targets ([@B99]).

Combined alteration of specificity at multiple, adjacent base pairs {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

By 2006 it was clear that mutation of individual DNA-contacting residues (while otherwise maintaining an unchanged protein sequence) at certain positions in the DNA target site might sometimes result in desired changes in specificity at unique base pairs in the DNA target sequence ([@B100]). However, it was not obvious whether such changes in endonuclease sequence and function might be readily combined. To address these questions, a selection method to screen meganuclease libraries for altered DNA cleavage specificity was developed, in which endonuclease activity was coupled to reconstitution of a reporter gene via DSB-induced homologous recombination ([@B101]). This approach was used to systematically screen semi-randomized libraries of the I-CreI meganuclease. In this way, investigators were able to identify protein variants containing multiple alterations in its amino acid sequence, that could allow recognition of a DNA target site containing multiple adjacent base pair substitutions in a genomic target site ([@B102],[@B103]). These experiments indicated that individual protein mutations that reduce activity or specificity on their own might function well in more extensively altered protein variants; conversely, some mutations of DNA-contacting residues that functioned well on their own were incompatible with protein mutations at nearby positions (reviewed in ([@B104])). A similar effort to alter specificity across multiple consecutive base pairs, using a structure-based computational approach, further illustrated the importance of the context-dependent of protein--DNA interactions ([@B105]).

A series of studies to further improve the ability of structure-based computational redesign approaches was subsequently reported from 2009 through 2014. In those studies, the overall contribution of contacts to each base pair position on binding and/or DNA cleavage was determined ([@B89]), followed by improvements in the computational prediction of side-chain base interactions and conformations in the protein--DNA interface ([@B106]). This work led to the eventual redesign of the I-AniI meganuclease and its use in genome modification experiments both in mammalian cells ([@B107]) and in mosquitos ([@B108]). Details of strategies for the combined use of computations (using the *Rosetta* program suite) combined with selection experiments for nuclease activity, is documented in ([@B19]).

Hybrid meganucleases {#SEC3-4}
--------------------

A series of studies also demonstrated that while the DNA contacting elements and surfaces of meganucleases are distinctly non-modular, their N- and C-terminal domains can be structurally separated and recombined to form 'hybrid' meganuclease scaffolds that recognize chimeric DNA target sites ([@B109]). In addition, a homodimeric meganuclease (I-CreI) was turned into a functionally equivalent 'single chain' monomeric protein via introduction of a peptide linker between the two subunits of the dimeric enzyme ([@B113],[@B114]). These experiments further enabled the development of novel meganuclease recognition, both by creating new starting protein scaffolds and specificities, and by reducing the process of engineering new specificity into two separate experimental tasks, for which the output could be fused into a final nuclease construct.

Complete retargeting of meganuclease specificity and application to genome editing {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiple groups (in both industry and in academia) have exploited the results and observations summarized above to create extensively retargeted meganucleases for genome engineering and targeted gene modification. In all cases, the use of direct structure-based redesign and structure-based selection methods have each found a significant role in the engineering process, but the need for selection experiments as a fundamental requirement for high activity and requisite specificity has not been eliminated. In certain cases, the incorporation of such engineered meganuclease constructs into chimeric 'MegaTAL' architectures (comprised of N-terminal TAL effector domains tethered to C-terminal engineered nucleases; ([@B115])) has facilitated the use of such enzymes for highly demanding applications in primary human cells as part of various therapeutic approaches ([@B116]).

Two separate biotechnology companies (*Cellectis Inc*. and *Precision Biosciences Inc*.) have described the generation of fully redesigned meganucleases, based on single chain versions of the I-CreI enzyme, and their subsequent use for targeted gene editing applications. Engineering and selection steps were separately focused on the N- and C-terminal protein domains (each targeting a half-site within the final genomic target) and then combined into a single polypeptide which is further refined for best *in vivo* performance. These two approaches largely converged on mutations of the same DNA-contacting protein side chains for various alterations of DNA recognition specificity.

The variants of single-chain I-CreI endonuclease created by these group include engineered meganucleases used for correction of the human *XPC* gene for the treatment of Xeroderma Pigmentosum ([@B117]), generation of cell lines harboring precisely generated genetic insertions and alterations ([@B120],[@B121]), creation of genetically modified maize containing heritable disruptions of the *ligueleless-1* and *MS26* loci ([@B113],[@B122]), modification of defined genomic regions in *Arabidopsis* ([@B123]), insertion and stacking of multiple trait genes in cotton ([@B124]), generation of *Rag1* gene knockouts in human cell lines ([@B125],[@B126]) and in transgenic rodents ([@B127]), disruption of integrated viral genomic targets in human cell lines ([@B128]), targeted exon deletions in the human *DMD* gene associated with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy ([@B129]). Crystallographic structures of two of these fully reengineered variants (against the human *Rag1* and *XPC* targets) have been solved and described ([@B119],[@B126]).

Yet another biotechnology company (*Pregenen, Inc*.), in concert with several academic research labs, developed a high-throughput flow cytometric approach to screen semi-randomized endonuclease libraries for altered binding and cleavage specificity ([@B130]). Using this strategy, gene targeting nucleases have been created that cleave unrelated targets in human, viral or insect host genes. The resulting meganucleases have again been shown to be highly active in transfected primary human cells and transgenic insects, and display specificity profiles that rival or exceed the parental meganuclease. These enzymes drive the disruption of fertility-related genes as part of a gene drive strategy for the control of insect disease vectors ([@B131]), disrupt the gene encoding T-cell receptor α-chain gene (as part of a broader strategy to create engineered T-cells that can be used as anticancer immunotherapeutic reagents) or disrupt the gene encoding the human *CCR5* gene that acts as a co-receptor for HIV ([@B116]). The details of the methods used by these latter investigators have been described in detail previously ([@B109],[@B132]).

A complementary strategy for the purpose of retargeting of meganuclease specificity utilizes a technique known as *in vitro* compartmentalization ('IVC') ([@B133],[@B134]). In this approach, the meganuclease is redesigned via activity selections within compartmentalized aqueous droplets. The method was illustrated by engineering several different meganucleases to cleave multiple human genomic sites, as well as variants that discriminates between single nucleotide polymorphic (SNP) variants.

Structural and functional outcomes of meganuclease engineering {#SEC3-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Crystallographic and biophysical analyses of five different extensively retargeted variants of a single meganuclease, that have been shown to function efficiently in *ex vivo* and *in vivo* applications, has been more recently reported ([@B23]). The redesigned proteins harbor mutations at up to 53 residues (18% of their amino acid sequence), primarily distributed across the DNA binding surface, making them among the most significantly reengineered ligand-binding proteins to date (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Other than maintaining their original specificities across the central four base pairs of each target site (a constraint that is related to bending of the DNA), the base pair identities are changed liberally throughout the remainder of the DNA target, and many base pairs are present at least once at each position.

The reorganization and structural changes in these proteins that facilitate recognition of alternate DNA targets can be described as the sum of: (i) small protein backbone motions involving DNA-contacting β-sheets (that contribute the largest share of contacts to nucleotide bases throughout the major groove); (ii) much larger reorganization of flanking protein loops at both ends of the β-sheets, and (iii) extensive role-swapping throughout the entirety of the protein--DNA interface. 'Role-swapping' refers to protein residues that, after mutation, have switched from interacting with DNA to instead interacting solely with surrounding protein side chains, or vice-versa. Changes in overall DNA recognition specificity are facilitated by the ability of residues in or near the protein--DNA interface to readily exchange both form and function in this manner.

The fidelity of recognition is not precisely correlated with the fraction or total number of residues in the protein--DNA interface that are actually involved in DNA contacts, including directional hydrogen bonds. The plasticity of the DNA-recognition surface of this protein, which allows substantial retargeting of recognition specificity without requiring significant alteration of the surrounding protein architecture, reflects the ability of the corresponding genetic elements to maintain mobility and persistence in the face of genetic drift within potential host target sites. This demonstrates the extent to which a single meganuclease protein can be substantially reprogrammed for recognition of multiple unique genomic target sites, without the need for significant alteration of the surrounding protein scaffold.

TRANSCRIPTION ACTIVATOR-LIKE (TAL) EFFECTOR ENGINEERING {#SEC4}
=======================================================

Overview {#SEC4-1}
--------

Similar to meganucleases, transcription activator-like (TAL) effectors evolved under a unique set of selective forces that shaped their unique DNA recognition properties. Despite the '-like' in their name, TAL effectors are indeed transcription activators. Made by plant pathogenic bacteria in the genera *Xanthomonas* and *Ralstonia*, they enter host cells *via* the bacterial type III secretion system, translocate to the nucleus by virtue of C-terminal nuclear localization signals, bind to individual sequences in the host genome determined by a DNA recognition domain distinct for each effector, and directly upregulate downstream genes by virtue of a C-terminal acidic activation domain. TAL effectors have been selected that activate host genes whose expression facilitates bacterial multiplication and spread. Such genes are referred to as disease susceptibility or '*S*' genes. The presence of an effector binding element (EBE) in the promoter of a so-called plant 'executor resistance (*R*) gene', however, will result in TAL effector-triggered host immunity, and exert negative selection pressure on the corresponding TAL effector. At the same time, sequence variation in the EBE of a major *S* gene can render a plant effectively resistant by preventing binding and activation by the TAL effector, resulting in loss of susceptibility and selection for TAL effectors that can accommodate the sequence variation. Several examples of both such host adaptations have been characterized in diverse plant species ([@B135]). Thus, TAL effectors can be presumed as a group to have been selected for the ability to rapidly evolve new specificities in order to probe the host genome for beneficial targets, and individually to have been subject to contrasting selective pressures - for stringent specificity to discriminate between potential EBE sequences in *S* vs. *R* genes, and for lax specificity to accommodate minor sequence polymorphism at *S* gene EBEs across different host genotypes.

The result of this selection (and/or the result of selection on ancestral proteins in other functional contexts not yet discovered) is a DNA recognition domain that functions via a modular mechanism, which allows evolution of new specificities by recombination-based shuffling and by point mutations within modules, and variation in the specificity profiles and affinity contributions of individual modules that confers plasticity in targeting stringency ([@B16],[@B136]).

The TAL effector DNA binding domain forms a superhelical, monomeric protein chain that wraps around B form DNA in a right-handed manner, tracking the major groove without inducing any bend or other substantial structural distortion (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Its repeated modules form contiguous, two-helix bundles (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), each of which comprises a highly conserved sequence of typically 33--35 amino acids and interacting with a single base, contiguously, on one strand of the DNA. The contribution of each module to specificity and affinity is determined predominantly and predictably by two residues within the repeat that vary, at positions 12 and 13, together referred to as the 'repeat variable di-residue' (RVD). The RVD resides in the loop connecting the two helices of a module together. Residue 12 interacts with the backbone at position 8 to stabilize and position the loop, and the side chain at position 13, which has been called the base-specifying residue (BSR), projects into the major groove to interact with the base at that position. RVDs HD, NG, NI and NN are the most common, and they are the most commonly used in engineering. HD specifies cytosine through van der Waals interaction and hydrogen bonding between the aspartic acid side chain and the base, resulting in high specificity and high affinity. NG specifies thymine via nonpolar van der Waals interaction between the backbone α carbon of the glycine residue and the methyl group of the thymine, again high specificity, but lower affinity. NI specifies adenine through nonpolar van der Waals contacts of the isoleucine side chain to the purine ring, which appear to desolvate at least one polar atom in that ring; though specific, this likely makes the interaction decidedly low-affinity. NN has dual specificity, making high affinity contact with guanine or adenine by hydrogen bonding between the BSR and N7 of either opposing pyrimidine.

![Structure of the TAL effector--DNA association and the basis of specificity. Panels **A and B**:The structure of PthXo1 binding region (comprised of 22 TAL effector repeats distributed along a single monomeric protein chain) bound to its DNA target site is shown from the side of the DNA duplex and looking down the axis of the DNA. The effector contains 22.5 repeat modules, each colored separately. In the side view, the N-terminal end of the protein is leftmost. The structure also contains two cryptic N-terminal repeats that engage the DNA backbone via a series of basic residues, and that contact a strongly conserved thymine at the 5′ position of the binding site. Panel **C** illustrates the contacts made by the HD RVD (residues 12 and 13) in repeat number 14. The histidine at position 12 in the repeat forms a hydrogen bond to the backbone carbonyl oxygen of residue 8 in the first a-helix, while the aspartate at position 13 forms a hydrogen bond to the extracyclic amino nitrogen of the cytosine base. Panel **D** shows repeats 14, 15 and 16 interacting with the DNA, illustrating that consecutive RVDs (HD, NG and NN, respectively in these repeats) contact consecutive bases (in this case cytosine, thymine, and guanine) on the same DNA strand. Figure adapted with permission from Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in Doyle *et al*. (2013*) Trends in Cell Biology***23** ([@B8]):390--398.](gky289fig3){#F3}

Several other, less common RVDs are found in native TAL effectors ([@B15],[@B16],[@B139],[@B140]). Of particular note for engineering are NK, NH, N\* and NS. NK and NH provide better specificity for guanine than the dual-specificity NN, though NK, and to a lesser extent NH, weaken overall interaction relative to NN ([@B141]). N\*, in which the asterisk designates a missing amino acid at position 13 resulting in a slightly retracted interhelical loop ([@B137]), is found most often associated with thymine or cytosine in nature ([@B16]) and was shown to be a suitable alternative for HD when cytosine at the target might be methylated ([@B144]). In native TAL effector--target alignments, NS in native TAL effector--target alignments can be found in association with any of the four bases ([@B16]), and can be considered a 'wildcard' RVD for engineering.

The array of modules that determines DNA-binding specificity constitutes a domain called the central repeat region (CRR). Immediately N-terminal to the CRR, four additional two-helix bundles are present that do not match the repeat consensus sequence ([@B137],[@B138],[@B145],[@B146]). Through lysine and arginine contacts with the DNA backbone, these 'cryptic repeats' can bind DNA independently, and are thought to nucleate interaction with the DNA for sequence-specific binding mediated by the CRR ([@B146]). The cryptic repeat closest to the CRR plays an important role in the general requirement of *Xanthomonas* TAL effectors for a thymine at position '0' of the EBE, immediately 5′ of the first RVD-specified base: a tryptophan residue (W232) in the cryptic repeat coordinates with the thymine ([@B137],[@B149]). *Ralstonia* TAL effectors (called 'RipTALs'), which present an arginine instead of tryptophan at that position, require a guanine base opposite ([@B140],[@B149]). The structural and biochemical basis for these specificities is poorly understood though. Influence of the CRR composition, particularly the RVD of the first repeat, and of the experimental context have been observed ([@B149],[@B150]). Efforts to engineer altered specificities for base 0 have, nonetheless, met with some success ([@B132]).

The cryptic repeats may exert an effect on another property of TAL effector DNA recognition, increasing mismatch tolerance closer to the C-terminal end of the CRR ([@B151],[@B152]). TAL effectors acquire their targets via a rotationally decoupled, linear search mechanism in which the cryptic repeats provide the major contribution to non-specific association with the DNA ([@B147],[@B148]). Given this anchoring role of the cryptic repeats, it seems likely that the interaction transitions to specific binding via BSR-nucleotide contacts initiating from the end closest to the cryptic repeats, and that once the specific binding state is initiated by a certain number of these contacts, subsequent RVD-nucleotide pairings diminish in their influence on overall binding energy ([@B153]). Notably, proteins closely related to TAL effectors but found in the fungal endosymbiotic bacterium *Burkholderia rhizoxinica* lack two of the cryptic repeats, but make additional, non-specific contacts with the DNA backbone via non-RVD residues, often arginines and lysines, throughout the CRR ([@B154]). This observation suggests that it may be possible to engineer patterns of mismatch tolerance by modifying, moving, or replacing the cryptic repeats, or by modifying backbone residues of the CRR.

Assembly of custom TAL effector DNA recognition domains {#SEC4-2}
-------------------------------------------------------

The modularity of TAL effectors makes them easy to engineer for specificities of choice: coding sequences for the necessary modules are simply assembled in the correct order into a genetic backbone construct, which may include translational fusions to any of a variety of other protein domains. Many cloning kits and protocols are publicly available for such assembly. The earliest and among the most widely used of these take the Golden Gate approach ([@B155]), in which type IIS restriction enzymes (which cut at a distance from their recognition sites) are used to release cloned, module-spanning fragments each containing an RVD and all staggered such that cleavage results in sequentially matching 5′ overhangs; the overhangs drive ordered and oriented assembly of the fragments into a module array in a single tube ligation ([@B156]). PCR-based and other ligation-independent methods have also been developed (e.g., [@B160]), as have sequential ligation but scalable assembly strategies for high throughput ([@B161],[@B162]). Sakuma and Yamamoto ([@B163]) provide a comprehensive review.

Several web-based tools for design and off-target prediction have also been made available (see [@B164],[@B165] for reviews). The earliest of these scores potential binding sites using a position weight matrix based on observed association frequencies ([@B166]). Others add a parameter to reflect the increasing mismatch tolerance of RVDs close to the C-terminal end of the array ([@B167]). The best performing tool, SIFTED, derives from extensive protein binding microarray data for 20 custom TALE effector proteins, and factors in observed, minor effects of neighbors, position in the array, and length of the array on individual RVD specificities ([@B168]). However, the TAL effectors assayed to develop SIFTED contained only the four most common RVDs, so the utility of the tool is limited to such proteins.

TAL effector-based DNA targeting applications {#SEC4-3}
---------------------------------------------

The first artificial TAL effectors were generated as part of the study that determined experimentally the RVD-nucleotide relationship 'code' that governs TAL effector DNA recognition ([@B15]). Apart from the customized CRR, these retained their native features as transcription activators and were assayed using a reporter gene assay in *Nicotiana benthamiana* leaves. Since then, such 'ArtTALs' ([@B141]), alternatively called 'dTALEs' (designer TAL effectors) ([@B159]), have been used extensively for functional validation of targets and candidate targets of native TAL effectors in the context of plant disease: if a dTALE activating a gene from a promoter binding site distinct from the EBE of the native TAL effector phenocopies that TAL effector, one can conclude that the gene is the relevant target of the native TAL effector (e.g.[@B169],[@B170]).

Another early and widespread application of customized TAL effector DNA recognition domains is in TAL effector nucleases (TALENs) for genome editing. Originally developed by replacing the C-terminal TAL effector activation domain with a monomer of the catalytic domain of the type IIS restriction enzyme FokI, TALENs cleave in pairs, targeted to sequences on opposing DNA strands across a spacer ([@B171]). FokI fusions to full length TAL effectors, N- or C-terminal, and C-terminal fusions to TAL effectors missing the first 152 aa and all but the first 63 aa of the C-terminus (after the CRR) were also shown to function ([@B172],[@B173]). The latter, compact configuration, referred to as the 'Miller architecture' has been widely adopted. Indeed, TAL effectors, the Miller architecture in particular, have proven amenable to a variety of fusions, including alternative activation domains, repressor domains, affinity and fluorescent tags, epigenetic modifiers, and others ([@B149],[@B174]). They have also been tested as fusions to the restriction enzyme PvuII, the catalytic domain of the meganuclease TevI, and to the CRISPR-associated nuclease Cas9 toward developing monomeric TALENs for genome editing ([@B175]). As already mentioned, fusions of TAL effector DNA recognition domains to meganucleases have shown great promise as highly specific tools for therapeutic genome editing ([@B115]).

Future prospects: engineering targeting stringency {#SEC4-4}
--------------------------------------------------

Most TAL effector assembly platforms use the *Xanthomonas* TAL effector backbone and repeat consensus sequence with the four most common RVDs, and in some cases one or more of the other RVDs discussed above. While the simplicity of assembling with such platforms TAL effectors that bind sequences of choice led to their widespread adoption and transformative impact in basic research, agriculture, and medicine (e.g. [@B178]), several discoveries suggest important additional research directions and engineering approaches that could further enhance the utility of TAL effectors by taking advantage of underexploited properties to fine-tune binding specificity. This fine-tuning has the potential to be not only qualitative, i.e., to match a given target sequence, but quantitative, to modulate the stringency of that match, even non-uniformly across the target site.

First, two studies profiled the specificity and functionality of all 400 possible RVDs ([@B185],[@B186]). The results revealed a large number of functional RVDs representing a striking diversity of specificity profiles that could be used in engineering. Protein-binding microarray analysis of dTALEs incorporating RVDs of interest, of the sort used to develop the SIFTED software for design and target prediction, would be an important further step toward precisely defining the behavior of these RVDs in different contexts.

Second, polymorphism in the backbone repeat sequence relative to *Xanthomonas* TAL effectors has been observed in RipTALEs ([@B140]) as well as the *Burkholderia* TAL-like proteins (BTLs) mentioned earlier ([@B174]), and in TAL effector-like sequences fished out of metagenomic data from marine samples ([@B187]). Engineering based on these polymorphisms achieved variation in strength of dTALE-DNA interactions ([@B188]). Separately, modification of backbone residues at positions 4 and 32 resulted in higher efficiency TALENs, ostensibly due to greater mobility along the superhelical axis that allowed better positioning of BSRs to interact with corresponding nucleotides throughout the array and limit the spatial distribution of the fused *Fok*I domains for higher efficiency dimerization ([@B189]). Systematic characterization of the influence of backbone variation on the individual behaviors of different RVDs and on the overall dynamics of the TAL effector-DNA interaction could further expand the capacity to engineer specificity quantitatively. Incorporating variation in repeat backbone sequences could also guard against recombination of TAL effector constructs, which can be problematic in the context of viral systems for delivery ([@B190]).

Third, the earlier noted discovery of the relationship between structural variation outside the CRR and specificity for the base at position 0, as well as the degree and pattern of mismatch within the CRR, suggests that base 0 specificity and mismatch tolerance could be robustly engineered. Structure-function studies to better understand those relationships are needed however.

Fourth, so-called 'aberrant repeats' observed in some TAL effectors of the species *Xanthomonas oryzae* afford the opportunity, to our knowledge unique among characterized DNA binding proteins, to accommodate single base indels in a target (or set of targets). These aberrant repeats have short insertions or deletions of amino acids in the region that connects one repeat to the next. Though the repeats are functional, the particular indels observed render them capable of disengaging if a single base is missing at that position in a way that allows in-register binding of the remainder of the CRR to the DNA ([@B191]). Understanding the mechanistic basis for that capacity to disengage would inform use of such aberrant repeats in combination with other engineering-based modifications.

Finally, a recently characterized feature of TAL effectors that could be exploited in engineering is the influence of their length (number of RVDs) on overall specificity. With increasing length, TAL effectors exhibit exponentially decreasing gain in affinity for target DNA, yet less rapid deterioration of gain in affinity for non-target DNA ([@B153]). Using experimental data and simulations, plotting specificity as the affinity for target DNA relative to the affinity for non-target DNA across varying lengths results in a Gaussian curve with a peak centered between 14 and 22 RVDs depending on the overall RVD composition. Thus, length variation could be used to modulate specificity quantitatively. Further experimentation to better understand how RVD composition determines the optimum length for maximum specificity would benefit this goal.

Though not broadly distributed in nature, TAL effectors have been shaped by a unique set of selection pressures and provide a versatile platform for engineering protein--DNA interactions with precision and flexibility. As described above, to fully realize their potential, further characterization of the mechanistic basis for their unique properties and the influences of sequence variations on those properties is important. Not to be overlooked however, is the importance of continuing to identify and characterize related proteins, not only to understand the evolutionary origin of TAL effectors but to gain further insight into useful structural variation.

RECOMBINASE ENGINEERING {#SEC5}
=======================

Overview {#SEC5-1}
--------

Members of the Int recombinase/topoisomerase family, also known as site specific recombinases (SSRs), have been used to edit DNA both *in vitro* and *in vivo* for decades, and some have been commercially developed to simplify cloning tasks (i.e. the Invitrogen Flp-In™ and Gateway^®^ systems, based on Flp and λ-integrase, respectively). These proteins recognize, cleave and ligate double-stranded DNA during a multi-step reaction wherein the intermediate is covalently bound to the enzyme (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The details of this reaction differ significantly when comparing and contrasting tyrosine recombinases (such as Cre, Flp and λ-integrase, Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}),versus serine recombinases (such as φC31 integrase and Gin, Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) (reviewed in ([@B192])). Unlike tyrosine recombinases, where the determinants of DNA specificity generally lie within the same domains required for catalysis, serine recombinases are significantly modular in their form and function; their DNA binding domains can be replaced without affecting catalytic function (reviewed in ([@B193])\]). In recent years, a growing number of naturally-occurring recombinases with differing sequence specificities have been identified. Some of these will likely also prove useful in genome engineering applications (reviewed in ([@B194])).

![Site specific recombinase modes of action. Panel **A:** SSRs are capable of catalyzing excision, insertion, or inversion reactions. Panel **B:** Tyrosine recombinases such as Cre, Flp and λ integrase proceed through a Holliday junction intermediate. The catalytic domains have pseudo four-fold symmetry and engage palindromic sequences (arrows). Panel **C:** The topology of the λ integrase catalytic domains is similar to that of simple tyrosine recombinases like Cre. However, λ integrase also contains N-terminal DNA-binding domains (top set with arrows) that are critical for site-specific DNA recognition. Panel **D:**The catalytic domains (center) of serine integrases break both DNA strands before rotating relative to one another and religation of the DNA. DNA binding domains (top and bottom) of the wild-type enzymes can be replaced with zinc fingers to customize specificity.](gky289fig4){#F4}

In contrast to nuclease-based DNA editing schemes, Cre, Flp and some other SSRs do not require cellular machinery or ancillary proteins for efficient recombination ([@B195]), and it has been shown with λ integrase and various serine recombinases, that even SSRs that require additional proteins and host factors can often be engineered to function in a cofactor-independent manner ([@B199]). Thus, many SSRs are well suited for use in heterologous organisms. Perhaps most importantly, SSRs generally act with single-nucleotide resolution, and they maintain their hold on the cut DNA ends throughout the reaction cycle. For this reason, they may prove safer in clinical applications than nuclease-based editing schemes which often result in unpredictable indels at the edited locus. Recombinase catalysis can result in insertion, deletion or inversion of large DNA fragments (\>100 kb). SSR technology has, for instance, been used to exchange large segments of the mouse genome with the equivalent human region ([@B204]). With two different SSRs, cassette exchange reactions and translocations can also be efficiently catalyzed ([@B205],[@B206]). The primary limitation of recombinase-based genome editing arises from the requirement that enzyme-specific sequences be present in the DNA to be edited. To overcome this, a variety of recombinases, some with dramatically altered target specificities, have been engineered using genetic selection schemes and structure-based modeling. These enzymes (also called integrases, resolvases and invertases depending on their primary natural function) are broadly separated into two classes; those with DNA intermediates covalently bound to an active site tyrosine and those where the intermediate is bound to serine. Both classes have been the subject of engineering.

Tyrosine recombinase engineering {#SEC5-2}
--------------------------------

P1 bacteriophage Cre recombinase, so named because it [c]{.ul}atalyzes [re]{.ul}combination, is the prototypical member of the tyrosine recombinase family, and it is arguably the enzyme that has been the subject of the most engineering. For this reason, it will be discussed in somewhat more detail than the others. Like most other SSRs discussed here, wild-type Cre forms a homotetrameric complex with its DNA substrate (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) (reviewed in ([@B207])). The preferred substrate for wild-type Cre, called loxP, contains palindromic sequences 13 nucleotides long separated by a central, non-palindromic 8 bp 'spacer' region which imparts directionality to the recombination site. Each 13 bp 'half-site' is engaged by one copy of the recombinase. For recombination to occur, two loxP sites (hence four half-sites and four Cre monomers) must come together. Cleavage and ligation occurs after the first base of the spacer region on the top strand and after the seventh base on the bottom strand. Most of the DNA-protein interactions involve the palindromic segments. Having 13 bp palindromic regions and an 8 bp spacer is not universal. A number of tyrosine recombinases have 7 bp spacers, and the length of the palindromic regions varies from 12 to 18 bp (reviewed in ([@B194])). Some tyrosine recombinases exhibit a degree of flexibility. For instance Flp, but not Cre, can act on substrates with spacers that are one nucleotide longer or shorter ([@B208]).

Cre and Flp are both composed of two globular domains that are connected by an extended linker segment. These domains form a C-shaped clamp that completely encircles their respective DNA targets. In both proteins, the globular domains make extensive interactions, mostly in the major groove of the DNA, though the C-terminal domain makes additional minor groove interactions. The specific sites of DNA interaction are widely distributed across the protein sequence and there are at least a dozen sequence-specific DNA contacts made by each recombinase monomer (reviewed in ([@B194])). Many more residues make non-specific interactions with the DNA backbone, and there are water-mediated interactions with some of the DNA bases. In the case of Cre, it has been shown that disruption of these indirect interactions also alters sequence-specificity ([@B192],[@B209],[@B210]). loxP has been subject to extensive mutation and analysis. Many mutations in this DNA sequence, particularly those in the linker region, do not abrogate Cre\'s activity ([@B211],[@B212]). This sequence promiscuity could be the reason that chromosomal abnormalities have sometimes been attributed to Cre-based genome editing (([@B213]) and references therein).

Both site-directed and random mutagenesis approaches have been successfully used to alter Cre\'s specificity such that sites other than loxP are targeted for recombination. Most, but not all of the successful studies involved screening large pools of mutant recombinases. Notably, Santoro and Schultz succeeded in changing Cre\'s specificity by generating a library of mutated enzymes where the amino acid sequence diversity was limited to just a handful of amino acids involved in sequence-specific binding to DNA ([@B214]). A reporter plasmid encoding fluorescent proteins flanked by altered loxP sites allowed fluorescence activated cell sorting of recombined cells and discovery of two Cre variants that were able to recombine loxM7, a sequence that differs at three positions in the loxP half-site. The loxM7 sequence is not acted on efficiently by the wild-type enzyme ([@B215]). Crystal structures of the mutated Cre with loxM7 revealed a complex network of interactions; water molecules and molecular flexibility played important roles in the DNA recognition ([@B209]). Santoro and Schulz also showed that both positive and negative selection were important; without the latter, the most likely result was relaxed specificity rather than altered specificity. Rüfer and Sauer reached a similar conclusion when they used a selection scheme wherein Kanamycin resistance was triggered by recombination of an altered site, loxK2, which has 13 changes relative to loxP ([@B210]). In the later study mutations throughout the Cre gene were combined through DNA shuffling ([@B216]). The results highlight the importance of Glu 262, a critical residue which was independently identified in subsequent work ([@B194]).

Buchholz and Stewart used a different approach to identifying mutations that alter Cre specificity. They used error-prone PCR and DNA shuffling to generate random mutations throughout Cre, and they developed a method known as substrate-linked protein evolution (SLiPE) to separate active variants from inactive ones. In this scheme, the mutant enzymes are encoded by the same plasmid (pEVO) as the substrate sequence. pEVO recombination after induction with arabinose results in the loss of an Nde1 restriction site. Successful recombinants remain circular upon Nde1 treatment, while those that have not excised the restriction site are linearized. PCR primers that only yield products from the circularized plasmids are then used to recover the mutated recombination-competent Cre sequences. This process can be repeated, and still more mutations can be introduced into the pool of sequences that yield recombined products ([@B217]). This approach was initially used to develop a recombinase named Fre22, which has minimal activity against loxP. Fre22 contains 15 mutations relative to Cre and targets a sequence named loxH, with 13 changes relative to loxP (6 are within the symmetric, palindromic regions).

The SLiPE approach was later used to generate Tre and Brec1, engineered recombinases that target a 34 bp sequence within the LTRs that flank the genes of HIV after genome integration. Tre, which recognizes a sequence that is 50% identical to that of loxP has 19 mutations relative to Cre. Brec1, which recognizes a sequence that is only 32% identical, has 45 mutations. Sequencing the pools of successful variants has provided significant insight into the regions of Cre most important for substrate specificity (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). ([@B20],[@B218]). Tre recombinase was further engineered using a structure-guided approach. Molecular dynamics simulations suggested that changing the lysines at positions 43 and 86 to glutamates should improve specificity for the HIV-derived target DNA, and this was confirmed experimentally, highlighting the power of combining selection-based and structural approaches ([@B223]). In addition, the crystal structure of Tre in complex with its LTR-derived target allowed Meinke *et al.* to correctly predict that reverting Val 30 back to its original amino acid, Met, would make Tre more active ([@B224]). Using a mouse model system both Tre and Brec1 have been shown to efficiently excise HIV provirus from human cells. No deleterious effects or chromosomal abnormalities were observed, even when the Brec1 recombinase was constitutively expressed for a period of 18 months ([@B20],[@B225]). In contrast to the earlier, evolved recombinases, Tre and Brec1 were designed to target sequences that are highly asymmetric. Tre\'s target half-sites differ at 8 out of 13 positions, and are thus no longer palindromic. The sequence targeted by Brec1 differs in 6 out of 13 half-site positions. The crystal structure of Tre in complex with its LTR-derived target has clarified the structural basis for much of this dual specificity ([@B224]).

![Regions of Cre recombinase particularly important for recognition. The DNA is shown in grey, and key regions of the protein involved in DNA recognition as described in the main text are highlighted with labels and side chain atom spheres.](gky289fig5){#F5}

Targeting asymmetrical sequences with Cre has been a longstanding goal of the recombinase engineering field. One approach, as described above, evolves a single recombinase that acts on two different half-sites. A second approach is to engineer heterodimeric recombinase complexes. The XerC/XerD recombinase from *Escherichia coli*, is a natural example of such a heterodimeric complex (reviewed in ([@B226])). It was shown in 2006 that mixtures of two Cre-like molecules, each with a different half-site specificity, can recombine asymmetrical sites that neither molecule alone acts on efficiently ([@B227]). To facilitate catalysis on asymmetrical substrates, obligate Cre heterodimers have been engineered. Gelato *et al.* accomplished this in three steps: (i) They created a library wherein all 20 amino acids were present at three key positions within the Cre protein--protein interface. The positions chosen (299, 304 and 334) are all hydrophobic in Cre, and they form a contiguous cluster. (ii) They designed a screen wherein bacterial survival is contingent upon recombination. This revealed an alternative, functional interface wherein the three key residues were mutated. (iii) They identified obligate heterodimers via visual analysis of the modeled protein--protein interface. The resulting, engineered interfaces are still hydrophobic, but the relative sizes of the interfacial sidechains are changed such that heterodimers are favored ([@B228]).

Zhang *et al.* redesigned a different region of the Cre interface ([@B229]). They used the *Rosetta* program suite to model changes at 10 positions, and made a series of mutations based on the computational results that selectively form heterodimers. The mutated residues were in Cre\'s N-terminal helix and the interacting amino acids across the interface. No selection scheme was used in the Zhang study; the mutated proteins were purified and assayed one at a time. Eroshenko *et al.* also altered the N-terminal helix of Cre, but for a different reason. They showed that recombinase accuracy can be increased by decreasing cooperative binding ([@B230]). An antibiotic selection scheme allowed them to identify mutants of R32, which makes a salt bridge across the protein--protein interface in the wild-type, as important for increased accuracy.

Flp, a recombinase encoded by the 2μ plasmid of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, has also been the subject of significant protein engineering efforts. Its thermostability has been improved using random mutagenesis and DNA shuffling ([@B231]), and as with Cre, engineering of the inter-protomer interface has allowed heterodimers to be favored over homodimers, facilitating the recognition of asymmetric DNA targets ([@B232]). The specificity of Flp has been altered through a bacterial selection scheme wherein lacZ or RFP reporters were flanked by mutated versions of *FRT*, the 34 bp Flp target ([@B233]). In this study, both PCR-based mutagenesis and randomization of specific codons provided the necessary genetic variability to recognize target sequences with single-base changes. Using a similar approach, specificity for two sequences close to the human *interleukin 10* (IL-10) gene have also been engineered ([@B234]). As is the case with the HIV sequences targeted by Cre, these IL 10 targets are both asymmetrical and significantly different from the natural Flp target. Mutated Flp recombinases have also been shown to act in the context of mammalian genomes and to efficiently catalyze integration reactions. Furthermore, when paired with another recombinase the Flp variant targeting IL-10 was able to perform a recombinase mediated cassette exchange (RMCE) ([@B235]). Two other Flp-like recombinases have also been the subject of protein engineering efforts. The activity of the yeast R and TD recombinases has been enhanced, largely though truncating the sequences so they match Flp and other, shorter homologs and also through random mutagenesis ([@B236]).

Engineering of λ integrase and serine recombinases {#SEC5-3}
--------------------------------------------------

The architectures of the tyrosine recombinase λ integrase and the serine integrases discussed below are distinct from each other and from the Cre-like enzymes. As in Cre, the λ integrase catalytic domains form tetramers and have Holliday junction intermediates ([@B237]). In contrast, serine integrases have intermediates with double-stranded breaks and are thought to undergo large swiveling motions during catalysis ([@B238]). More importantly from the standpoint of protein engineering, the integrases also contain separate DNA-binding domains that are largely responsible for sequence specificity. In λ integrase the catalytic domain is near the C-terminal end; in the serine integrases, the catalytic domain is at or near the N-terminal end ([@B239],[@B240]). In both cases, the wild-type integrases typically join plasmid-encoded *attP* sites with bacterial *attB* sites creating distinct *attL* and *attR* sites that flank the integrated plasmid DNA. In contrast to those of the Cre-type reactions, the pre- and post- recombination sites after integrase action are distinct. Additional factors are typically required to excise the plasmid after integration. This makes integrases ideal for gene insertion.

A variety of integrases have also been the subject of protein engineering. Notably, using a series of chimeras between the related integrases from λ and HK022 phages, Yagil *et al.* showed that just five key residues were largely responsible for a substrate specificity difference, and that subsets of the key amino acids identified from screening yielded more relaxed specificity ([@B241]). Recently, the specificity of λ integrase was altered to target a sequence from the human genome, attH, which differs from the original AttB site at four positions, and the λ integrase activity was also enhanced using a novel selection scheme involving β-lactamase and a fused β-lactamase inhibitor protein that was removed upon recombination ([@B242]). As in most of the recombinase work cited here, genetic variability was introduced by error prone PCR, with staggered extension process (StEP) PCR ([@B243]) (rather than DNA shuffling) used to combine the mutations within the surviving clones.

The activity and specificity of the serine recombinase φC31 integrase, which naturally catalyzes unidirectional integration of phage DNA, has also been enhanced. This was accomplished through random PCR mutagenesis combined with alanine scanning of charged amino acids in the N-terminal domain ([@B200]). Mutations that allow φC31 integrase to target a human sequence on chromosome 8 were identified using a blue/white selection scheme ([@B244]). Other serine integrases, including Tn3, Bin, Tn21, have also been engineered for genome editing. To make them better suited for this task, they have had their activity enhanced and their requirement for accessory factors has been overcome ([@B199],[@B201],[@B203]). These molecules differ in their target sequences, and as with the Cre and Flp homologs mentioned above, this work expands the repertoire of well-characterized starting points for future recombinase design studies.

An important series of different protein engineering studies have capitalized on the modular nature of serine recombinases to alter their specificity as well. Notably, the specificity of Tn3 resolvase was changed by fusing an engineered version of its catalytic domain to Zif268, a mouse transcription factor with a zinc finger fold ([@B245]). This recombinase has been studied in some detail to better understand the linker lengths and DNA sequence requirements for efficient catalysis ([@B246]). Barbas and coworkers developed their own versions of zinc-finger fusions with Gin and Tn3, and they showed that these molecules are useful for transferring genes into mouse and human genomes ([@B247]). Based on the crystal structure of the γδ resolvase with DNA ([@B248]), and the structures of Sin and Gin recombinases without DNA ([@B249],[@B250]) they also identified residues that, when mutated, allow heterodimer formation ([@B251],[@B252]). In addition, using overlap extension PCR to randomize the sidechains of five key amino acids and an assay that relies on recombinase-based assembly of an antibiotic resistance gene, Barbas and coworkers developed a collection of Gin recombinase catalytic domains capable to recognizing and recombining millions of 20 bp 'core sequences' ([@B253]).

To extend the utility of these fused recombinase molecules even further, the same investigators used directed evolution to identify variants of Sin and β recombinases that target core sequences that the Gin variants cannot act on. In this case, variants of the catalytic domain were generated through error-prone PCR with approximately three mutations per selection cycle. After four rounds of selection, sequencing revealed that some key mutations were present in over 70% of the recombination-competent plasmids ([@B254]). Procedures for developing novel zinc-finger recombinases as well as expressing, purifying, and assaying them have been clearly summarized in two detailed methods papers ([@B255],[@B256]). This class of recombinases has been designed to target safe harbor sites in the human genome ([@B203]), the bovine β*-casein* gene (for transgenic protein production in milk) ([@B257]), and a variety of other human sequences ([@B254]). Many other applications are sure to follow.

Collectively, the recombinase engineering efforts described here clearly demonstrate that a broad range of selection schemes and approaches can be effectively employed to identify specificity-altering recombinase mutations. The work to date clearly demonstrates that it is possible to engineer enzymes that act on sequences that bear little, if any, resemblance to the natural targets of the wild-type enzymes. It is notable that despite the availability of high resolution structures and/or detailed molecular models, with few exceptions, the engineering efforts thus far have relied primarily on screens rather than carefully designed mutations to alter DNA recognition. Given the wealth of data regarding the effects of specific mutations on DNA specificity, it is likely that a hybrid approach will prove most effective going forward. Such an approach might use existing, unbiased screening data to identify the specific residues that should be mutated given the target sequence and then use experimental structures and computational models to determine what subsets of residues are most likely to yield results at each mutated site.

A second important development involves the large and growing number of enzymes that are suitable for use in heterologous systems. The diversity of natural targets provides numerous starting points for protein engineering and synthetic evolution efforts. Some recombinases (i.e. Cre) are naturally better suited to excising DNA fragments than introducing new ones. Wild-type versions of others (i.e. the serine integrases) have the opposite activity. Thus, the desired genome modification, along with the specific sequences to be targeted will help decide the optimal structural platform and starting point. Recombinase engineering is not as easy as CRISPR-based gene targeting, but the efficiency of gene integration, combined with the precision of the molecular editing will likely continue to make recombinase-based genome engineering highly attractive for many applications.

Restriction endonuclease engineering {#SEC6}
====================================

Overview {#SEC6-1}
--------

Restriction endonuclease (REases) are one component of genomic defense systems encoded within bacteria and archaea. REases provide a form of 'innate immunity' for their bacterial hosts, by recognizing and cleaving short DNA target sequences that are found randomly within phage genomes and other forms of mobilized invasive DNA. When coupled with the activity of corresponding methyltransferases (MTases), such restriction-modification ('RM') systems confer resistance to phage infection and transformation by foreign DNA, while protecting the host genome from similar enzymatic degradation.

Since their discovery ([@B258]) restriction endonucleases have been developed and used as workhorse tools for molecular and cell biology research. Their ability to recognize and cleave defined target sequences with exceptional fidelity, and to generate a wide variety of DNA products (including 5′ or 3′ 'sticky ends' of defined sequence) allows various REases to be employed for routine cloning purposes, analyses of methylation status ([@B259]), SNP detection ([@B260],[@B261]), serial analyses of gene expression ('SAGE') ([@B262],[@B263]), and preparation of DNA for high-throughput DNA sequencing ([@B264]).

REases vary greatly with respect to their DNA target specificity, catalytic mechanism, structural organization, protein sequence and size. These differences are the basis for their classification into four major groups, or 'Types', each with multiple sub-classes (defined in ([@B265]) and organized into the restriction endonuclease database ('REBASE') as described in ([@B266])). Types I and III R-M enzymes (reviewed in ([@B267],[@B268])) are multi-subunit assemblages that combine cleavage and DNA-modification together into large multifunctional molecular machines. Type II systems (reviewed in ([@B269])) are generally simpler, and for the most part comprise separate endonuclease and methyltransferase enzymes, each with all the elements needed for independent sequence-recognition and catalysis acting at the same DNA target. Despite their simplicity, Type II endonucleases are highly diverse, having many different folds for DNA recognition integrated with several different folds and catalytic motifs that employ distinct DNA-hydrolysis mechanisms. They display a wide variety of structural organizations and are often embellished with additional structural domains. They assemble into various quaternary arrangements that can lead to complex cooperative and allosteric behaviors.

Whereas the specificity of the nucleic acid binding proteins and enzymes described above have become amenable (with various and often significant investments of time and effort) to reprogramming, REases have generally proven to be highly recalcitrant to such efforts. This difference may be in large part attributable to the underlying biological function and purpose of these various DNA binding protein systems. The protein families described in the prior sections have biological functions that might reasonably lead one to expect that they can be reprogrammed during evolution: two (meganucleases, recombinases) are largely associated with the mobilization and transfer of their own coding sequences, another (TAL effectors) is responsible for the hostile takeover of a gene\'s expression and activity, and one (zinc fingers) are found to be employed in a highly combinatorial and ubiquitous manner to dictate DNA binding specificity for a wide variety of factors involved in disparate biological and genetic processes. In contrast, many restriction endonucleases (particularly the classic Type II endonucleases which operate as 'stand-alone' enzymes) cannot readily alter their recognition and cleavage specificity, due to the resulting toxicity that would likely result from cleavage at the new, unprotected target sites throughout the host bacterial genome absent a simultaneous alteration of their companion MTase to the same new specificity. Thus REases from R-M systems having separate DNA recognition moieties for modification and restriction are under evolutionary pressure to avoid changing DNA target specificity, as a change in either REase or MTase is likely to be lethal to the host.

Initial engineering efforts {#SEC6-2}
---------------------------

A number of attempts have been reported to change the specificity of type II REases, including in particular work conducted using the EcoRI and EcoRV enzymes (which were two of the first REases to be visualized bound to their DNA target sites). Those experiments ([@B270]) involved both the substitution of individual amino acids observed to form interactions with individual nucleotide bases in the enzyme\'s target site, and the addition of structural elements and residues to attempt to increase the length of target site read-out. The amino acid substitutions were largely generated based on suggestions of 'canonical' complementarity between certain combinations of residues and bases (for example, asparagine or glutamine versus adenine, or arginine versus guanine). Investigators now know that such preferences have very little predictive power for unique enzyme-target site combinations, due to the complexities associated with protein--DNA interfaces and contacts. Not surprisingly (in retrospect) these experiments largely resulted in enzyme variants with greatly reduced catalytic power, and little to no shift in target specificity. Similar attempts to alter BamHI specificity have also been described, using an *in vivo* selection for binding with an inactive BamHI construct was employed in an attempt to change the BamHI recognition sequence ([@B273]). No variants that could cleave a new target sequence were created, although one that requires that a methylated adenine base was identified.

A different approach, using directed evolution, was subsequently described to attempt the alteration of BstYI specificity (5′-RGATCY-3′) to recognize only 5′ - AGATCT-3′. An REase construct that no longer cut GGATCC, and that displayed moderate fidelity of recognition (preferring the target site AGATCT 12-fold over AGATCC) was obtained, but a complete change in specificity was not accomplished ([@B274]). In another study, an approach that used random mutagenesis coupled with a genetic screen was used to to alter the specificity of NotI (GCGGCCGC). Similar to the prior studies with BstYI, constructs that cleaved the wild-type sequence plus several miscognate sequences (that differ at one base) were identified, however a specific new DNA target was not generated ([@B275]).

Like the meganucleases, certain types of 'unorthodox' type II REases that recognize split DNA target sequences have been amenable to the structural recombination of their half-site recognition domains into new combinations. This had previously been exploited to generate new specificities for certain type I R-M systems ([@B276]), and was then extended to type II REs that recognize split sequences ([@B277]).

A different strategy was used to alter the recognition specificity of the Eco57I REase (which recognizes 5′-CTGAAG-3′) ([@B278]). Eco57I is a variant of the 'type IIG' enzyme subtype, wherein a single polypeptide harbors both an endonuclease and a DNA methyltransferase, each targeted to the same site by a common target recognition domain (TRD). Here an alteration of target specificity was generated by using a nuclease-deficient construct and selecting a randomly mutated library for altered methylase activity (indicated by protection against cleavage by an unrelated endonuclease) to thereby create a corresponding altered endonuclease specificity (at the same target site) having altered recognition at the fourth position: 5′-CTGRAG-3′. These moderate successes were made in R-M systems that use a common DNA recognition domain to target both protective modification and REase activities.

Finally, rational engineering of new Type II REase enzyme variants that recognize and cut at predictable new DNA sequences, while maintaining activity and fidelity comparable to the wild-type enzymes, was achieved in a large family of Type IIG REases related to MmeI (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B21]). MmeI is an unusual type II endonuclease that cuts DNA two turns of the helix away from its asymmetric recognition sequence and possesses both DNA methyltransferase and endonuclease activities in the same polypeptide ([@B279]). The enzyme was found to have many homologs that share considerable protein sequence and structural similarity yet recognize different DNA target site. Investigators realized that the strong overall conservation of sequence and function in this REase subgroup, considered jointly with their highly diverse substrate recognition (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), suggested that DNA specificity in this family is undergoing rapid evolution, promoted by limited numbers of protein substitutions. The protein positions that contact and determine DNA recognition for each base pair within the DNA targets recognized were identified through covariation analysis between the aligned DNA target sequences and the aligned protein sequences. Generally, the amino acid residues at a pair of positions were found to make direct contact to a base pair within the DNA target to specify recognition. By identifying the amino acid combinations specifying recognition for each base pair, the residue positions correlated with each base pair could be reliably mutated to produce a desired new recognition specificity. The subsequent determination of the crystal structure of MmeI in complex with its DNA target site (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B283]) demonstrated the interactions that underlie DNA recognition (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and explained the basis for the results of the engineering study described above. The same covariation analysis approach has been successfully applied to rationally alter specificity in other families of Type IIG REases having TRD domains that differ from MmeI, as well as to classic Type I and Type I-SP systems (Morgan, R.D. unpublished observations, ([@B284])).

![Engineering altered DNA specificity of the MmeI restriction endonuclease via a bioinformatics-driven approach. Panel **A:**Sequence alignment of target sites and key specificity determining region of C-terminal domain of MmeI and 19 homologues that have known specificities. The positions of base pair 6 in each enzyme\'s target site, and the residues in the enzyme that display significant covariation against that target position, are highlighted. Panel **B:**Ribbon diagram of the crystal structure of Mme bound to its DNA target, demonstrating the distribution and separation of the enzyme\'s endonuclease catalytic site ('REase'), methyltransferase active site ('MTase') and target recognition domain ('TRD'). Panel **C:**Close ups illustrating (*left*) the experimentally observed positions of residues E806 and R808 that were found to display direct contacts to base pair 6 in the wild-type DNA-bound crystal structure of MmeI, and (*right*) a corresponding model of the same two residues, after introduction of mutations (to K and D, respectively) that were predicted and later found to alter specificity from a G:C to a C:G base pair. The ability to systematically alter the specificity of this enzyme is facilitated by the availability of a large number of sequenced enzyme homologues with corresponding known target sites and by a protein architecture in which endonuclease catalytic activity is less intimately coupled to target recognition and binding.](gky289fig6){#F6}

The REase engineering efforts described here clearly demonstrate that those Type II REase enzymes that utilize a single DNA recognition domain to direct both their protective MTase and restrictive REase activities have proved amenable to specificity engineering. However, the more familiar Type II restriction REases, which have separate REase and MTase proteins, are quite resistant to specificity alteration for clear functional and evolutionary reasons. RM systems that recognize split DNA target sequences, such as Type I or Type IIB enzymes, can be altered by exchanging one or other half site TRD, with new target specificities limited to combinations of the naturally occuring half site targets. REases that recognize contiguous DNA targets using a single TRD, such as the Type IIG or Type ISP enzymes, appear to have evolved the ability to readily alter their recognition specificity, often through subtle mutation involving just one or two residues. When these REases can be grouped into families having highly similar protein sequences yet diverged DNA targets, analysis of the correlation between amino acid position and residues with varying DNA target recognition can be used to direct rational engineering of REases with new specificity. This approach generally allows the alteration of one or two base pair positions within the native 5 to 8 base recognition site. Having a diversity of natural targets provides numerous starting points for such protein engineering efforts and expands the number of DNA targets that can be recognized. While it is not currently possible to engineer an REase to recognize all possible DNA target sequences, the engineering described can be used to expand the number of available Type II REase DNA targets by several orders of magnitude to provide an expanded toolkit for these molecular biology workhorses.

CONCLUSIONS {#SEC7}
===========

As mentioned at the beginning of this review, the field of protein engineering is experiencing a rapid increase in its ability to create new types of protein folds, topologies and assemblages. This discipline is now poised to address the critical issue of incorporating novel functions, such as ligand recognition, catalytic behaviors, and predictable structural and functional responses to changes in environmental conditions or to the addition of effector molecules. The notable accomplishments within this field over the past 15 years can be attributed to (i) the development of increasingly powerful and accurate computational algorithms to create and refine *ab initio* atomic models of protein folds and interactions, and (ii) the simultaneous development of reliable methods to generate and screen extremely large and complex protein libraries. This latter capability has benefitted from new and improved *in cellulo* and cell-free protein expression systems, enhanced methods for combining surface display platforms with robust flow cytometric screening approaches, and the advent of high-throughput sequencing strategies (which can be used to accurately determine patterns of sequence co-variation and context dependence that dictate form and function during the course of protein selection experiments). The fact that each these technologies have matured over the same relative time-frame has led to a current state of the art for protein engineering that might reasonably be described as almost limitless in its potential for creating novel biomolecules.

The capabilities of protein engineering have been further enhanced by the rapid accumulation of genomic sequence information for the types of protein folds and scaffolds summarized above. Protein engineering for each of these systems has been greatly facilitated by the identification of large collections of homologous proteins, in numbers sufficient to derive significant predictive understanding of their structure-function relationships. Such analyses were important for the rapid development of gene targeting proteins using both zinc fingers and TAL effectors. Similar types of analyses are now becoming possible for more complex DNA binding protein families such as meganucleases (for which many hundreds of proteins can be found in microbial sequence databases) and restriction endonucleases (which provided the information that enabled investigators to engineer new specificities onto the Mme family of REase enzymes). While it is difficult to predict when and how the engineering of novel protein--DNA recognition properties might become significantly automated and reliable across multiple protein folds and families, given the pace of discovery and development in these fields it is not unreasonable to believe that such abilities will arrive in the not-too-distant future.

While the development of improved methods and approaches for protein engineering is an important and useful area of research in general, the explosion of activity and results involving CRISPR-based, RNA-guided DNA targeting technologies might very well raise the question of whether further research and development in engineering recognition specificity of DNA-binding proteins in particular is justifiable. In addressing this question, it is useful to consider the example of DNA targeting for genome editing. The development of therapeutic targeted nucleases that display an ideal combination of activity, specificity, deliverability, and gene modification outcomes is not a fully solved problem, and each of the current platforms (certainly including CRISPR) offers unique advantages for such applications, offset by behaviors and properties requiring further study and development. While CRISPR offers the advantages of speed and scale for experimentation, important questions for its therapeutic use (such as its specificity, packaging, delivery, and controllability of repair outcomes) remain outstanding. The same questions exist for each of the protein-based DNA targeting systems described above, but in each case those questions appear to yield different answers, reflecting the distinct properties and unique advantages of the different platforms. The most salient of these are highlighted below: Zinc finger nucleases have been subjected to an extensive program of research to optimize their activity and specificity, and currently have the longest track record of therapeutic use in patients, both *ex vivo* and *in vivo*.Meganucleases and MegaTALs are the most difficult of gene targeting nucleases to engineer. However, they exhibit small size, single-chain structures, generation of uniquely reactive 3′ DNA product overhangs, and specificity profiles that appear highly desirable for certain genome editing applications.TAL effectors offer remarkable potential for fine-tuned targeting specificity at individual DNA base pairs, even non-uniformly across the target site, afforded by the variation in specificity profiles and affinity contributions of individual RVDs, the influences of the repeat backbone residues, and the effects of the anchoring cryptic repeats. This promises the ability to engineer the proteins to recruit enzymatic activities to a range of targets, from large sets of related sequences that vary across the genome, to a single specified target within such a set.Site specific recombinases offer the potential for genome editing activities and outcomes that are solely the result of enzymatic function, without the need to invoke and control cellular DSB repair processes.

As a result, different biotechnology and gene therapy companies and their partners are aggressively pursuing different or multiple platforms for DNA targeting in medicine, agriculture, and industry. Given the importance and breadth of these applications, and the unique properties and advantages of the different platforms, continued research and development in engineering altered protein--DNA recognition specificity seems likely and well justified.
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